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Abstract—In this paper we analyze the dependence of the resonance
wavelength and mode formation of an optical gold nanorod antenna on
its geometrical parameters in the wavelength range 500–1400 nm. In
particular, we prove that nanoantennas differ from RF counterparts,
since the minima and maxima, i.e., nodes and anti-nodes, of the
resonant modes do not go to zero and show very intense peak at the
corners due to non-negligible thickness. Moreover, FDTD simulations
reveal that the usually considered linear relation between the resonant
wavelength and the nanorod length has to be modified when the
nanorod thickness is taken into account.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical nanoantennas are metal nanostructure-based devices able
to convert the energy coming from free propagating radiation into
localized energy and vice versa [1–3]. These nanoscaled metallic
structures possess a wide variety of extraordinary optical properties
which assume essential roles in applications such as efficient light
localization [4, 5], high resolution microscopy and spectroscopy [6–
8], sensing [9, 10], photodetection [11, 12], light emission [13–15] and
photovoltaics [16–18]. For many years technological difficulty in
accessing nanoscale accuracy has strongly slowed down nanoantennas
development, but in the last decade the impressive improvements
in nanotechnology have removed this main limit and opened up the
possibility to build antennas operating in the visible and infrared
spectral ranges [19, 20].
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The optical characteristics of differently shaped optical antennas
(monopole antennas, dipole antennas, Yagi-Uda antennas, particle
antennas, slot antennas, patch antennas, gap antennas) and the
dependence of the antenna field enhancement and spectral response on
the geometrical parameters have been already deeply discussed [21–
35], also comparing both numerical [33] and experimental [32] results.
Moreover, the scattering and absorption properties attributable to
single noble metal nanoparticle having different shape (spherical,
hemispherical, rectangular prism, triangular prism, cross-shape,
etc. . . ) and patterned nanoparticle arrays with different period have
also been thoroughly investigated [36–39].

The design of an optical nanoantenna requires great attention
since the conventional radiofrequency and microwave design rules that
describe antenna parameters as a function of the operating wavelength
are no longer valid [1–3]. In the high frequency regime, where the
nanoantenna works, the metals show a strongly dispersive behaviour
and their physical properties approach those of dielectrics. Therefore,
since metals at optical frequencies behave in a different fashion with
respect to perfect conductors, the electromagnetic field is not perfectly
reflected by the metal surface and, on the contrary, penetrates inside
the metal at a well-determined depth (skin depth). This relevant
penetration depth is the consequence of the increased inertia, exhibited
by the conductor electrons as an external optical radiation is applied,
which determines a delay in their response. Moreover, as immediate
effect of this phenomenon, at optical frequencies the incident radiation
couples to the electron plasma, which models the metal electrons,
causing the formation of rapid oscillations. The implicit consequence of
this event is that electrons in metals do not respond to the wavelength
of the incident radiation λ but to an effective wavelength λeff that
can be expressed by a simple linear scaling rule as a function of
the incident beam wavelength and of the plasma wavelength λp [40].
Other important challenges, not deeply explored yet, in the design
of optical nanoantennas are: the impedance matching between the
antenna and the source, the electro-optical transduction, the phase
control of coupled optical antennas, antenna feeding, the dependence
of the transmitting and receiving antenna on the radiation pattern,
on the angular response pattern, on the type of antenna and on the
characteristics of the surrounding medium and so on [41–46].

In this paper we will discuss, for the first time to the best
of our knowledge, the dependence of resonant wavelengths of an
optical nanoantenna, which is a gold nanorod located on a Gallium
Nitride (GaN) substrate, on its geometrical parameters. We will
show how resonant modes are generated and distributed on the metal-
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dielectric interfaces. The electric field distributions, evaluated in the
nanoantenna region through the spatial Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT), will be compared with those of the RF antenna counterparts.
Finally, we will show how the geometrical parameters such as length
and thickness affect the nanoantenna resonant wavelength.

2. DEFINITION OF THE NANOANTENNA GEOMETRY
AND NUMERICAL METHOD

Figure 1 shows the sketch of the structure under investigation. It
consists of a gold nanorod placed on a substrate of gallium nitride. The
choice of gallium nitride as substrate is due to its optical properties,
since this dielectric can be successfully employed as active material or
in nonlinear nanoantennas-based applications.

Figure 1. Sketch of the analyzed structure and definition of the
computational domain.

The numerical analysis has been performed by using an open-
source Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) code [47]. The
implementation of metallic objects requires the definition of a
model able to fit the experimental data of gold complex dielectric
permittivity [48]. The following relation describes the Drude-Lorentz
model [49] used to model Au physical properties:

εm(ω) = ε∞ − ω2
D

ω2 + jωγD
−

2∑

k=1

δkω
2
k

ω2 − ω2
k + 2jωγk

(1)

where ε∞ is the metal dielectric constant at the high frequency regime
in the Drude model, ωD and γD are the plasma and collision frequencies
of the free electron gas related to the Drude model, whereas δi, ωi and
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γi, i = 1, 2, define amplitude, resonant angular frequency and damping
constant of each Lorentz-like oscillator, respectively. The values of each
parameter of the dielectric function model, fitting the experimental
data of gold reported in [50] are: ε∞ = 5.398, ωD = 1.398 · 1016 rad/s,
γD = 1.033 · 1014 rad/s, δ1 = 0.681, ω1 = 4.274 · 1016 rad/s, γ1 =
4.353 · 1014 rad/s, δ2 = 1.861, ω2 = 5.225 · 1016 rad/s and γ2 =
6608 · 1014 rad/s [51].

Moreover, the considered geometrical parameters of the gold
nanorod, length L and thickness d, range from 150 nm up to 850 nm and
from 20 nm up to 200 nm, respectively. Without loss of generality and
focusing on the main goal of the current study, the refractive index of
the gallium nitride substrate [52], the ordinary one (no), has been fixed
to the constant value of 2.36. Anyway to test the effectiveness of our
results, we have verified that, in the wavelength range of interest (500–
1400 nm), when the dispersion of the material is taken into account,
the following considerations are still valid.

The incident field for FDTD computation is a p-polarized plane
wave having a Gaussian temporal behaviour, tuned between 500 nm
and 1400 nm. The electric field (E), whose unique component is along
the y-direction, and the polarization (P ) are defined parallel to the
nanorod whilst the magnetic field comes out from figure plane (z-
direction).

In all calculations, the excitation surface and the reflection plane
are placed 100 and 60 nm, respectively, far from the top boundary.
The spatial resolution is set equal to 2 nm in both the directions of
the computational domain and 20 Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs)
are used to truncate the simulation area. The PML thickness is kept
constant for each simulation and the distance between the nanorod
and the domain boundaries is set equal to 200 nm on both sides in the
y-direction.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE RESONANT MODE FORMATION

The first step of our analysis concerns the study of the resonance
dependence on the nanoantenna geometry. Figure 2 shows the
reflection spectra of a 20-nm-thick nanorod when the length is
increased from 200 nm up to 700 nm. From the inspection of Figure 2
it is possible to argue that the resonances at higher wavelength are
characterized by broader spectral profiles, whereas the resonances at
lower wavelength are sharper. This specific behaviour of resonances
implies increasingly weaker field localization as the relative wavelengths
move to the upper limit of the considered spectral range. It is worth
noting that this is valid for all resonant mode orders and structural
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Figure 2. Reflection spectra of 20-nm-thick nanorods having
length equal to (a) 200 nm, (b) 400 nm, (c) 600 nm and (d) 700 nm,
respectively.

configurations [53, 54].
In addition, fixed the nanorod thickness, the resonant modes tend

to move from lower to higher wavelengths as the nanorod length is
increased changing their mode order. In Figure 2(a) (length L =
200 nm) the first order and the second order resonant modes are placed
at wavelengths equal to λ = 1068 nm and λ = 631 nm, respectively. As
the length increases (Figure 2(b) L = 400 nm, Figure 2(c) L = 600 nm,
Figure 2(d) L = 700 nm), the first order mode pulls out of the spectral
range of interest and the third order and the fourth order modes pull in.
For instance, fixing the length L = 400 nm, the mode at the wavelength
λ = 885 nm is a second order mode, while the mode at the wavelength
λ = 659 nm is a third order mode.

Figure 3 shows the field distribution of different order modes
evaluated for different lengths and resonant wavelengths of the
nanoantenna: (a) first order mode (L = 200 nm and λ = 1068 nm), (b)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Details of the spatial Discrete Fourier Transforms of |Ētot|2
calculated at the resonant wavelength for the (a) first (L = 200 nm
and λ = 1068 nm), (b) second (L = 400 nm and λ = 885 nm), (c)
third (L = 600 nm and λ = 659 nm) and (d) fourth (L = 700 nm and
λ = 703 nm) order modes reported in Figure 2 (d equal to 20 nm). The
length of each nanoantenna has been chosen properly in order to show
the first four orders of resonance.

second order mode (L = 400 nm and λ = 885 nm), (c) third order mode
(L = 600 nm and λ = 659 nm) and (d) fourth order mode (L = 700 nm
and λ = 703 nm). This figure puts in evidence the effect of electric
field localization at the metal-dielectric and metal-air interfaces. The
field confinement at these interfaces is due to the greater value of the
propagation constant with respect to the wave number in the dielectric,
which determines the evanescently decay of field on both sides of each
interface [55] and prevents it from propagating away from the interface.
Therefore, along the interfaces Localized Surface Plasmon (LSP) can
be individualized within the direction perpendicular to the nanorod
surface, which is the oscillating direction of the conduction electrons.
Moreover, at both interfaces the difference in the penetration depth [56]
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Figure 4. Reflection spectrum of 60-nm-thick nanorod having length
L equal to 400 nm.

in the metal and dielectric layer can be emphasized, revealing a
more consistent presence of field at the gold-GaN interface, since the
refractive index of GaN is greater than that of the air.

Figure 4, which depicts the reflection spectrum when the antenna
length and thickness are equal to 400 nm and 60 nm, respectively,
allows to discuss also the dependence of the resonant wavelengths on
the nanorod thickness. In particular, the comparison between the
spectra reported in Figure 4 and Figure 2(b) highlights how, for a
fixed length, resonant modes show tremendous difference in spectral
positions as the nanorod thickness is varied. For instance the second
mode resonance is placed at λ = 885 nm and λ = 792 nm for d equal to
20 nm and 60 nm, respectively. Therefore in the nanoantenna design we
cannot prevent from taking into account the thickness as fundamental
parameter.

In the optical plasmonic structure, for each resonant wavelength
a LSP mode is excited with a field profile strongly affected by the
choice of materials and elements shape [57]. Since the LSP resonance
of the metal nanorod is able to direct light from the source emitter in
a way resembling the radiowave and microwave antennas [25], whose
field profiles along the metallic components are completely known, a
comparison between the field of the analyzed nanoantenna and the
field profiles of a RF dipole antenna becomes a straightforward topic.
Hereinafter, we will consider only the Au/GaN interface because the
resonances at the opposite face fall at lower wavelengths, where the
gold absorption is not negligible and thus air-LSPRs do not interact
with those emerging on the nanorod side which lies on GaN substrate.

Figure 5 shows the electric field profiles of each mode order,
evaluated for nanoantennas having different lengths, as shown in the
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Figure 5. Distribution of the spatial |Ētot|2 DFT at the resonant
wavelength for different lengths of the nanoantennas at Au/GaN
interface; (e) field distribution |Ētot|2 of a RF dipole antenna reported
here for comparison with nanoantenna dipole.
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inset of the figure. To better visualize the graphs, the y-axis has been
normalized to the longest one. As in the RF case, a full correspondence
of the nodes and anti-nodes positions can be noted for all the considered
lengths of the nanoantenna, but the profile minimum values do not
reach the zero in the nanoantennas, due to the penetration of the field
in the metal layer (skin effect). Furthermore, as the length increases,
the difference among minima and maxima is accentuated showing the
mode formation process and the diversity of the electric field profiles
for each resonant mode.

Another important difference is related to the presence of high-
localized spot at the nanoantenna corners due to the presence of the
angled tips. Angled tips, together with the finite thickness, which is
comparable to the nanoantennas length, induce the presence of highly
intense spots, whose level is considerably huger than maxima peaks, as
clearly observable in Figure 5. As a confirmation, when the thickness
of the nanoantenna is reduced to the resolution step (2 nm) the peaks
are still evident at the corners. In this way the mathematical solution
of Maxwell’s equations holds its validity, without being in contrast to
the physical principle of scattering by corners. Instead, in the RF case,
being the thickness negligible with respect to the electrical length, at
the ends of the antenna, the entity of field is comparable with that in
the maxima (Figure 5(e)).

In the RF dipole antenna, the resonance condition occurs when its
length is equivalent to n · λ/2 (n being an integer) and the resonance
order can be easily individuated by observing the number of periods
of the field wave along the metallic element. By analogy with the RF
case, in the analyzed nanoantenna the resonance condition follows the
equation [58]:

L =
(

m +
1
2

)
λeff (with m = n− 1) (2)

so that the first four resonance orders (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) correspond
to nanoantenna lengths equal to λeff /2, 3λeff /2, 5λeff /2, 7λeff /2,
respectively. Thus, for the first order the minimum of the distribution
can be interpreted as the dipole-like configuration, while for the other
three resonance orders two, four and six peaks are observable in the
corresponding distribution respectively, as the graphs in Figure 5
reveal.

4. RESONANT WAVELENGTH RELATION

Fixed the nanorod thickness, for each mode order the effective resonant
wavelength of each resonant mode depends linearly on the nanorod
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Figure 6. Resonant wavelength versus nanorod length of the first four
resonant orders, to parity of the antenna thickness d = 140 nm.

length [40], as we can see in Figure 6, where the thickness d of
the nanorods has been fixed equal to 140 nm. However, as we have
already outlined in the previous Paragraph, the nanorod thickness
d strongly influences the mode formation and cannot be ignored in
the analysis of a relation linking the resonant wavelength to the
geometrical parameters of the nanorod. This dependence always rises
even if the thickness of the nanorod is small enough to be considered
negligible with respect to the operation wavelength, because of the
excitation of LSP modes at Au/GaN interface whose field profiles, in
the optical regime, do not vanish in the metal film. Therefore the linear
relationship between the effective resonant wavelength and the nanorod
length could be still expressed by the well known slope-intercept form,
but without leaving out the thickness dependence [40]. Thus:

λn
res(d) = αn(d) · L + λn

0 (d) (3)

where λn
res(d) and n define the resonant wavelength and the n-th

resonant order (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) and αn and λn
0 are the slope and the

intercept with the y-axis, respectively. Once again, it is worth noting
that all the parameters reported in Equation (3) are now expressed as
a function of the nanorod thickness d.

With the intent of exploring how αn(d) and λn
0 (d) vary with

the thickness d for each resonant order mode, several nanoantennas,
characterized by different values of thickness and length, have been
extensively simulated and analyzed. In Figure 7 each circle depicts
the evaluated slope αn(d) and the intercept λn

0 (d), by changing the
thickness d, for each resonant order mode. From the inspection of the
figure, it is possible to claim that the slope and the intercept cannot
be considered constant when the thickness is varied.

In order to describe the slope and intercept behavior with respect
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to the thickness variation, three different fitting orders, namely
constant (K), linear (L) and quadratic (Q), have been employed. The
relative error is given by the following equation:

e =
∑

d

λFDTD(d)− λres(d)
λFDTD(d)

(4)

where λFDTD(d) and λres(d) are the resonant wavelength returned by
the FDTD method and the linear relation reported in Equation (3),
respectively. Table 1 summarizes the mean relative error estimated
for each resonant order and fitting model when d spans between 20

Table 1. Relative errors obtained comparing resonant wavelength
estimations with and without the thickness contribution.

I mode
(%)

II mode
(%)

III mode
(%)

IV mode
(%)

K 7.4 4.9 9.6 3.1
L 5.6 1.8 2.9 2.8
Q 0.6 0.3 1.2 0.8

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 7. Slope αn(d) and intercept λn
0 (d) for the (a)–(b) first, (c)–(d)

second, (e)–(f) third and (g)–(h) fourth resonant mode.

and 200 nm. The inspection of Figure 7 and Table 1 reveals that the
quadratic law optimally fits the coefficient of the linear relation of
Equation (3). The relative error evaluated for the adopted quadratic
relation is less than 1%, which is consistently smaller with respect to
the constant case, where the dependence of the resonant wavelengths
on the variation of the nanorod thickness is neglected.

As a consequence, a constant fit for the slope and intercept
parameters leads to an absolute error of about 90 nm that corresponds
to a huge error for a resonant optical elements such as nanoantennas.
On the contrary the quadratic model, which takes into account the
finite thickness of the nanorod, leads to relative error values always
lower than about 9 nm.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the complex relationship between the
resonant mode formation and the geometry of optical nanoantennas
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having finite thickness. In particular we have shown that, due
to non-negligible thickness, gold nanorod antennas differ from RF
counterparts since the minima and maxima (nodes and anti-nodes) do
not go to zero and show very intense peaks at the corners. Nevertheless
the mode profiles of the nanoantennas resemble the field distribution
of the RF dipole antenna for all the analyzed resonant orders. Finally,
the finite thickness of the nanorod in comparison with the length
induces a change of the predicted resonant wavelength. The obtained
results show how the dependence of the resonant wavelength on the
nanoantenna thickness is strictly important for the design and the
fabrication of the resonant elements to be used in optical systems for
quantum and on-chip communication.
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